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The Broaching of Gears
lOon KOSBII

m

roa.c.hing is a proc.ess ~ which B. cuttl'.ng.t~ol passes
over or through a part piece to produce a desired form.
A broach removes
materi~ with a series of teeth,
__
each one removing a specified amount of stock.
Broached parts come in various shapes and sizes.
Diameters under .100" and over II n can be produced by
broaching ..Lengths of cut vary from under .125" to over 12".
Helical teeth, spur teeth, involutes. gears, straight-sided
splines, cam splines and radius lobes can all be cut to tight
tolerances using the broaching process. Broaching is often
used to generate internal or external gear teeth mild splines.
Nomenclature
First, let us discuss some basic nomenclature of the round
Of spline tooth broaching tool (see Fig. I), The front end of
the broach is called the pull shank. This is where the broach
machine grabs the tool and pulls it through the part. The
shank length is the distance from the front end of the broach
to the cutting edge of the first tooth. This length is determined
from the pan face width, the broach puller length and the fixture setup on the machine. The front pilot gui des the part onto
the broach and acts as a gage so as not to accept any pans that
may be undersized. The rough, semi-finish and finishing teeth
generate the desired tooth form, The rear pilot guides the part
off the broach. and the follower or relrieverend
supports the
tail end of the tool during broaching.
The parts of a broach tooth are shown in Fig. 2. The distance between the cutting teeth is the pitch. This is determined by the length of cut of the part, Ideally, the designer
will try to get one tooth to enter the cut of the part as another
one exits. The land is the length of any particular cutting
tooth. The length of the [and reflects the amount of tool life
the user can expect. The depth determines the amount of area
available for the part chip ..
The face angle radius (the radius just below the cutting
edge that blends into the back of the tooth radius) must be
kept constant through the life of the tool. The back radius
(that on the back of the tooth in the chip space) should be polished and must blend smoothly with the faceang!e r~diIlS.
Any mismatch between these two radii will increase the
chances of the broach chips sticking in the gullet or chip
space. This could lead to extensive damage on the tool.
The face angle is the angle of the cutting edge of the
broach tooth, It is dependent upon the type of material being
cut and in steels, the hardness of the material (see Fig. 3). The
backoff angle (the relief angle behind the cutting edge of the
tooth) provides clearance from. the cutting edge and prevents
the top of the broach from dragging through the part. The
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degree of backoff is determined by the part configuration and
pan tolerance .
B~o.aching Methods
The most common method of broaching is diametral stepping, or "nibbling," shown in Fig 4, The broach tooth comers
generate the involute profile "A," The finishing teeth of the
broach produce the major diameter portion "B," When generating the involute, the tarting hole of the part guides the front
pilot of the broach, Each successive cutting tooth increases in
diameter until. '!he desired fonn is generated, Since the comers of
these teeth develop the profile form, il. is crucial that these corners be properly maintained. There could be as many as 20,000
or more cutling corners on a broach, If these comers are not
maintained, and one hould become deformed, !hen the qUality
of the part finish uffers. Also, if one cutting comer is not functioning as designed. the following comer begins to "work" toa
higher degree than was intended. This causes premature wear on
!hat tooth, and this pattern will carry OIl progressively.
Nibbling leaves a poor surface, however. To correct this
problem. another method of tooth form generation was developed, This is the side shaving method' of finishing shown in.
Fig. 5. This method. used in conjunction with nibbling.
increases 'the tooth, thickness and full form shaves the entire
involute profile.
Broaching Tools
The most common gear finishing broach tool used today is
the broach assembly. The assembly consists of both a conventionai form generating roughing bar, which performs. the
nibbling phase, and aMI form finishing shell, which does the
side having. In most applications, the fun form shell offers
the following advantages:
I. Low producti.on cost whenproperly maintained. A
full form clltting tnol call produce a finished pan ill one simple operation.
2. Quality surface fmish. The full form shell has an automatic shearing action and produces finishes as low as 7~
RMS. Conventional
generation broaches usually range
between 50-80~inche
.
3. Modified and precise involute profiles. Since the full
form is being cut by the shell, it is pes ible to holdthe
desired! profile form and required tooth thickness to high
degrees of accuracy.
4. Extremely accurate 'loo!:h spacing and lead. Since the
shell is a smaller piece, controlling of the manufacturing is much
easier. andthi control will be reflected in the quality of the part.

SERVICE/OUAlIITY!
We've been servicing customers for more 'Ihan 30
years, with reliable SERVICE and QUALITY" because
each gage Is carefully produced to spec, with a traceable certifiCate if required.
We supply to ANSI specifications
British and DIN Standards, and
to those for French, Italian and
,Japanese splines. We also supp:ly
master g:ears. Call to discuss your
reQuirements with us,
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COMMERCIAL HEAT TREATIIING
COMPLETE METALLUR,GICAL SERVI!CE
Vacuum Heat Treatment up to 2400°F
lonitriding • High Speed
Hot Work • Stainless Steel Super Alloys
Bright Finish • Carburizing
Annealing Stress Relieving
Deep Freeze Treatment to Minus 150°F
Black Oxide Coating • Metallurgical Consultation
Metallography and Micro Hardness Testing
Steel Identification and Chemical Analysis
Vacuum Carburizing
Heat Treatment of Oil Hardening Steels
IHauni IRichmond, Inc.
,2800 Charles City Rd.• IRichmo:nd, VA 232311

Phone: (8041222-5262
Fax: (804~ ,236-5284
I~g, 5 - Side lhav'mg,
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versatile, accurate, eccnomleal
Hob '& Cutter Meas,uringl lnstrurnent
The base instrument in this new series is designed to measure rake of flute, radial or hook, and parallelism (includes indicator stand), Option for inspecting index spaelng (includes
index paw mechanism wi,th tooling - precision arbor and index
gears), using new index gea.rs or your ,existing 6" ITW ort 0"

0' ,

.For,fBst reSlJ, Its, the_'best way' :to,'"cutcosts AN.Dimprove quality while reducing scrap
"III!
a "
is Hob & cune: Inspection I
' 0._
Contact 'Us today forspecifica.tions,
pricing

_____

http://www.geartechnology.com ,----,
call (630) 377·2496 or Fax (630) 377-2546
MANUFACTURED GEAR & GAGE, liNe.

Body
iBroaCh,ft

For specifications
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Fig. 6 shows a typical assembly .. Part B bows the arbor
sect-ion of the roughing bar, The side shaving shell shown in
Part C win be positioned all this arbor. Part D is the rear pilot
locknut, which holds the shell in place.
One major requirement on most part prints and process
sheets is a concentricity tolerance. As shown in Fig. 7, good
concentricity can be obtained between the outside diameter
and inside diameter. This is done with a dwell tooth section or
alternatlng round and spline section. In this case, the spline
teeth generate along the D.O. and qualify the major diameter.
The fun round teeth between the spline teeth remove stock in
the spaces of the splines or minor diameter. Since both of the
diameters are manufactured in the same operation, the concentricity between the 0.0. and LD. are virtually perfect.
The most requested type of concentricity is between the
minor diameter and the pitch diameter, as shown in Fig. 8.
The P.D.lLD. concentricity broach looks identical to the
D.D.II.D. concentricity broach. However, instead of the spline
teeih increasing on diameter, they step eut 00 the spline tooth
width, The full round teeth still generate on the diameter.
Since the tooth thickness at the pitch diameter is being held
with the minor diameter, the two will be concentric.

W_"_'

Barber Colman index gears.
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Fig. 6 ry-pica,1Ibroach tODllssemb'lly.
GOOD CONCENTRICITY CAN BE EXPECTED
BETWEEN LD. & 0.0. WITH CONVENTIONAL
ALTERNATE ROUND & 0.0. GEAR CUTTING TEETH.

r

/", /:\ r

O,D, CUTIING

TEETH

1'0. CUTIING TEETH

\ '- -J1

q'T~';

;EUEVE~ AND

GROUND WITH BACKTAPER

Fig. 7 - 'Concentricity !between the inside and outside diameters.
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Shave The Time On Shave Cutter Delivery
National Broae .Now Has

'W··

..
. .

.

ith the latest in CNC

equipment and manufacturing

.
.
proce es, all of which are controlled
in-hou e.along with fuIl CNC inspection capability, your have
cutter demand can be met with the National Broach .ESP (Expre s Service
Processing). ESP deliveries on new Shave Cutters are shipped within
4 week or you can u e our standard quick 6-8 week delivery service.
Standard turnaround on reconditioned Shave Cutter. are only 7-10 days.
E P' ervice i ,a~ 0 available on reconditioned tool .
Along with the fa te t deliverie available, National Broach tands ready
to meet your need- with experience, application assi tance, engineering,
training, full cu tomer support and cost effective tool .

To fulfill your needs ... caU the company with the be t delivery! ... contact
our Shave Cutter Department for immediate a i ranee.

Nat:ona.1Broach" Machine Co.
The Leader In Gear Shaving Technology
17500 Twenty-Three Mile Road Macomb, Michigan 48044
Phone: 810-263-0100
Fax 8110~2,63-45711
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If the diameter of the tool is large enough, the most
means of supplying a P,D.fI.D. concentricity tool
is with the body and shell method. In that case. the rougher
body generatesa
form with a smaller tooth thickness, [t also
effective

cut

a

1.0

a protuberance

full depth and generates

vide clearance for the shell outside diameter.
qualifies

the minor diameter

part simultaneously
Internal

and circular

suitability

in high production

of customers

Lhebasic

per

by this process.

these ring gears. (he pull broach assembly

The roughing

involute

applica-

and the low cost

pur and helical, are manufactured

When broaching

:for broaching.

can offer, most autornetive ring gears,

piece 'that broaching

is recommended.

The shell then

space width :in the

gears are good candidates

Becau e of broaching's

both

tip to pro-

..

running

tion • 'the quality demands

No, set-up or master required, PC based SPG program
availabl,e or RS~232 port. Precision Tungsten Ca~bidle
balls or pins for masimurn accuracy. Robust construction-Each gauge custom built Over/under digital display wI inch or mm conversion.
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bar in this assembly

form, leaving

stock

generates.

for the side shaving

shell to finish (see Fig. 9).
Right.

PHONE OR FAX FOR BROCHUR:E OR. DEMO

or Left

Hand?

helical broach can be identified

The traditional

or acute and right- or left-·hand helix by following
rule.

The helix angles,

for obtuse
orne basic

hown in Figs. 10-11, distinguish

the

ide of the broach cutting face. Conversely, the obtuse
side produces an obtu e angle with the cutting face. To deteracute

Member of AGMA

P.O. Box 387 " Springboro., ON 45066 " Fax: 5131746-5103
Phone: !5131746-3800 E-mail: digit@erinelcom

mine

right-

ill

from

look

or left-hand

end

one

helix on the broach

tool. simply

of the cutting tool to 'Ihe other. Whichever
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the spiral of the teeth run in i .the hand of the helix

direction

You call lise (he fo.llowing

angle.

methods to determine

the

hand and acute or obtuse side of the part:

1. When holding the part, the side of the broach entry
should

be facing

you. Looking

al the lower section

of the

part •.the side of the teeth which can be seen is the obtuse side.
2. When you hold the part and look in '!he same manner,
whichever shoulder the piral of the splines points to indicates the hand of the helix.
Lead Bar and Dra.wbar

A

embLies

of the helical ring gear requires some addition-

Production

lead bar and nut assembly shown in Fig. 12. As

al tooling-tbe

the broach passes through the part, the lead bar and nut assembly spin the broach on the identical lead of the teeth. Most helical broaching
therefore.

is performed

the driving

on a vertical pull clown machine;

are placed in the

flats on the broach

retriever ,end. The lead bar and broach 'bar must have identical
lead . Otherwise

I

• OEM-- Gear Hobbers,
I
Shapers, Grinders and L
Inspection Machines
• RellNlJlufacturejRelNfltjRe'bullci
of Your Barber-Colman Machines
• Pa .... jServicejR.pair
of Your
Barber·Colman, Bourn & Koch Machinery

FilII

(615) OOs.G019'

broach will cut an exaggerated form. For this reason, both bars
snould be manufactured from the same tooling.

~

Industry

.J

2500 Kishwaukee SI.
Rockford, IL 61104
Phon (8,15),965-4013,

increased torsional forces are applied, and '!he

with

has demanded

the increased

Therefore.

new tooling

was created.
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designs,

the

ultimate

de igned

The reason

Eli

tools to coincide

in the ring gears.
especially for earth moving

of splines

vehicles, have been developed.

Thus, the drawbar

new concept

was a long arbor called

a drawbar

The drawbar can range up to a 6" maximum
end of the drawbar.

body section

This roughing

as embly

was necessary

of the took What

weight

in length. The rougher
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larger diameter

number

was

the engineers
( ee Fig.
0.0.

[3).

and 108"

is loaded from the front
body has been made up

Model GUM 12.5-3,.5
Gear Honing Machine'
S2l,i995
'IShovelS 81:50 IIvail!ablell

•

~-"i." ~-" ,

.::.~,.
,

Fig:. 9 - SlIccellivl:110ck
I1Imova'll ~y ,II fulll f01'1IIIfinishing 1001. The tool
bn Iboth nrug"hinlll end finishing sectiona INib'bling t ,_lb LmllY8 mllS1 of
tha ma18rial; the. 'llIlclal side~shll¥inlliteefh remove 0.005- oll1ock or
morll from tIleel1tire
ickness otth.,lelth. 'Onl,' OPll',opa, _tion Iii naedali'.

.

. 1·
.

,

Ba'"

Model GH8:.&FP
IFinelP,ilch Gear Ho'bbe$46,,995

Modea GSB-DlS
GearShaper
$59,'995
Available 'with
TUting Tablel
'ltor' Taper IGears)
I
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Fig. 13- Construction details of a tlmsioned dr,awbar broaching tooll•

Two Finish-Broached' Parts

Two Unbroached iBlanks

Fig. 1" - ICutaway view of pusbup pot broaching prac,ess mowingl bow
two PB_rts can bo,producedillt 81 tima.
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to II" in diameter and almost. 70" in length with a 3" hole
bored through the center. A front pilot and front locknut
contain the roughing
ection again t a positive stop
designed in the drawbar. The full form finishing shell is
mounted from the rear end of the drawbar, Then a rear pilot
locknut is mounted and secured.
External Spline or Pot Broacbing
The engineer has .everal option. when chon ing 'tools for
bfloaching external splines. First. an all-broach ring or wafer
assembly can be used. In this method, a set of rings each cut
progressively into the outside diameter of the part. Therefore,
the first cutting ring, having the largest minor diameter in the
set, begin ~obreak the urface of the part. Then each following ring gel smaller until the de ired spline or invollll.e fonn
has been generated. The set of rings is a sembled into a pot.
There are different types of pots, but the one shown in
Fig. 1.4 will be the model used. Each ring basa precision
cut location slot machined in its outside diamel.er. This slot
provides the proper lineup from ring to ring as the cutting
tools are mounted into the pot shell with the locating key.
The O.D. of the rings re ts on four precision ground rails,
two in each pot shell half. A flat surface. ground o.ff-center
on the O.D. of the ring, L used as .8 visual check to make
SUre the rings were properly assembled. Once ali the rings
are placed in the half. the assembler can teU whether one
rin.g wa mistakenly put in backward . U aHllte Oats line
up, lite rings are in the arne direction.
Broach rings can also be made to rough-cut a sp.line first,
Then, using a few rings at the end of the assembly. it can be
side shaved. This procedure gives a better involute form and
better control of liIe circular tooth thickness.
Another means of generating teeth is the broach insert
method. In this method broach inserts are mounted into holder
rings, which are set in the pot shell halves in the same manner
as in the broach ring method. From the outside of the hold
ring. et screws are used to lock down the insert. Broach
inserts offer more flexibili.ty, but the spacing is nota accurate as a broach ring.
The third way is a combination of the two. This method
offers the best of both world . Broach in ens can "hog out" the
materia] and then give it a fine finish with a few ide cutting
rings. The deep splined sprocket gear is an ideal application.
Some po range in length from 10" of cutting tcelll to 60". Pari
outslde diameters of over 6" have been pot broached.
Manuf:a.cturing Broacb Tools
Manufacturing of spline or gear toothed broaches has
become an art with the increasing demand for tighter part
tolerance . The broach tool must be processed carefully
from the lathe through shipment. Once the certified tool
stock is defivered to the manufacturing facility, this tender,
loving care begins.
Fir l the broach is turned, leaving a predeterminedamount
of grind stock, which is dependent on the diameter of the bar.
The puller and retriever ends are roughed out Then the spacing of cutting teeth and taper of the bar are establi hed.
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THE NEXT
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More than a century's experience of world class machine tool d esign and
manufacture has led to the creation of the next generation TG350E
CNC Thread Grinding machine from Holroyd ..
An outstandingly versatile and flexible machine, the TG350E can grind
a wide range of helical forms, from low quantity prototypes to high
volume production, with fast and efficient changeover between jobs.
• User-friendly, with simple touch screen controls.
•

New and powerful profile management software ensures eomistenr accurate
profile grinding to microns.

•

Digital scanning probe fOT 'in process' dosed loop measurement
elements and automatic co:rrection.

of aU key

• Hardwan~,and programming set uptime r~juced to a m.inimum.

• Hydrostatic bearings fOTincreased stiffness for closer infeed control and higher
accuracy.
• Workhead controlled by a ,high resolution AC digital seroo y.'tem through a
DIN 2 Standard Holroyd duplex worm & wheel. Position feedback is II direct
mounted optical encoder.
•

45kW grinding spindle motor.

•

Slant bed desigtl gives the TG350E II greater ad'llantage in absorbing cutting
forces and protlides essential stability beyond eom.tentional grinding machines.

Holroyd is much more than simply another supplier of specialized.
machinery and components - it's customers receive a total servicethus
ensuring that they take full advantage of Holroyd's unmatched wealth of
application engineering knowledge.

ILR
lntl. Headquarters.Harbour
Lane North, MlInrow. Rochdale 0L16 3LQ. England
Telephone: (44) 01706 526590 Telex: 635772 Holryd G Fax: (44) 01706 353c350
USA Office: RLH ASSOCiates, Inc .• P.O. Box 807.3302 Hwy. 74 West Unit C. Monroe, NC 28111
Telephone: (704) 282-4895 Fax: (704) 289-9147
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Preclafon Systems now

pttch
width) Oaglng $yatems.
can verify actual tooth or apace thickness at the pitch diameter.
A unique constant preeeur8

(tooth thickness/space

manufacturers

gaging head assures accuracy over the full range of
the gaging system. Both
Automatic and Manual
Models are available. The Automatic Model U888 a
digital readout which can be linked to SPC. For free
brochure, circle reader service nUmber.
action,
937J85g..&273 or FAX 9371859-4452.
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Fairfield,. the largest non-OEM U.S.
custom gear and drive system manufacturer •.offers you the most ,extensive
heat treating and surface preparation
capabilities linthe industry for you.r
contrad manufactulring needs:I. MoreThan 6(11 Furnac,es&
lhermal Treatment Operations
1.1 Normalizing 81.Annealing
.1 Quenching 81Tempering
• Sfmt Peeningl ,81Blasting
• Straighteningl
• I'nduction Hardening
• Full Metalil!urglical Lab
• Gas,Carburizingl &. Nitridingl
• Press Quenchingl
Find Out More. Call R. J. Rothchilld,
Manager, or visit FaIrfield's 670,000
square-foot manufacturing facility today.

FAIRFIELD
GEA.RED

fOR EXCELl.ENCf

Fairfield Manufacturing Company, Inc.
first in Custom Gears and Drive Systems
U.S. 52 South
P.O. Box 7940
Lafa.yette. IN 47903-7940 USA
Telephone (765) 474-3474
FAX (765) 477-7342
CIRCLE
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From the green operations, the broach tool is sent to heat
treat, where the cutting section is brought up to an approximate hardness of 64 Rockwell "c." The puller and retriever
ends are then drawn down to about a 50 Rockwell "c." This
is done to make the ends more durable so they can withstand
the constant pounding applied during the broaching process.
After heat treatment. the broach goes to the 0.0. grinder
where all the diametersare
finish ground. Tolerances of
.000'2" on diameter can be held at th:is operation. Next is the
spline grind operation.
For gear teeth, a master template is used to generate the
involute form (true or modified) on the broach tool. The template can reproduce the involute form within .0002" variation.
For a sliding spline tooth, the tolerance of the involute profile
is usually less critical. For this application, a radius and offset
dressing is adequate. The radius approximates the involute
and can be held within .0005" variation from a true involute.
Once the method of trimming the form on the grinding
wheel has been decided, the operator will grind a "dummy"
or a blank on which the profile can actually be inspected.
Minor adjustments. may be necessary. After the operator is
satisfied with the form ground in the "dummy," the broach is
ground and inspected ..
Should the customer desir-e, the broach may be coated w:ith
one of the various types of surface treatments available.
When completed, the broach tool is placed in a wooden box
tailor-made for that particular tool. This prevents any unnecessary damage to the crafted broach.
True profiles, plus and minus profiles and hollow profiles
allcan be ground on broaches (See Fig. 15).
Given current technology. broaching cannot intentionally
produce a crown on the flank of a gear tooth or a tapered
hole. This is usually a product of the part configuration, such
asa hub on one end of the part. From spline grind, the broach
~001 is face-ground or sharpened. Caution must 'be taken to
apply the correct hook (face) angle, blend the gullet radii
smoothly and minimize burrs,
From the beginning. broach manufacturers have steadily
progressed. to meet the challenges set before them. New and
improved techniques for both design and manufacturing are
always being developed. The main goal is to keep broaching
a viable source for producing parts. 0
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